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CITY AUDITOR’S OFFICE 
 

Memorandum 
 

Memo No: 22/23-1 
 
Date: 10/14/2022       
 
To: Honorable Mayor and Commissioners 
  
From:  Patrick Reilly, CPA 

Interim City Auditor 
 
Re: Update Review of Summer Jamz 2022    
  
 
The City Commission and City Manager requested additional information from the City Auditor’s 
Office (CAO) regarding the City’s 2022 Summer Jamz concert event, held on August 19, 2022. 
CAO was asked to expand on the information provided in our prior memorandum 21/22-22 on this 
topic (see Exhibit #1).  
 
Please consider this memorandum as a general review of the specified event and not an 
engagement in conformity with generally accepted government auditing standards (GAGAS) 
promulgated by the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO).  
 
Objective 
The objective was to provide information to the Commission and City Manager per request made 
at the September 6, 2022 Commission meeting. 
 
Scope 
The scope of this memorandum was to inquire further into the changes in scope of the music 
production services contracts, obtain specifics about the VIP list and its origin, and identify other 
expenditures of the concert not available at the completion of memorandum 21/22-22’s expense 
report. 
 
While obtaining the requested information, the CAO also continued our perspective on internal 
controls and risk mitigation to aid process improvements regarding special events going forward. 
 
The CAO performed certain procedures on Parks and Recreations’ and records for May 1, 2022 
through September 30, 2022. These procedures included, but were not limited to, interviews with 
key City personnel and analysis of supporting documentation including City staff emails. 
 
Limitation 
There were certain key individuals we identified who declined the CAO’s request for interviews. 
Relevant emails of these persons were reviewed. Based on the information obtained, CAO does 
not believe that interviews with these individuals would substantially affect our conclusions in this 
memorandum.  
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Because this was not an audit engagement, our efforts were not intended to identify and/or resolve 
all material risks or concerns.  
 
 
Conclusion 
Primarily, CAO concludes, as noted in the City Manager’s memorandum 22-25, that the District 
3 Commissioner’s Office, through actions of the Assistant-to-the-Commissioner, directed City 
personnel and City vendors involved with the 2022 Summer Jamz event, which is contrary to 
Chapter 6.06 of the City Charter, titled “City Commission Involvement Prohibited.”  
 
Emails show the selection of the artists and the amount to spend on them was dictated to Parks and 
Recreation (PKR) by the District 3 Assistant-to-the-Commissioner’s direction to hire a second 
event producer. The District 3 Assistant-to-the-Commissioner also selected service vendors such 
as disc jockey, master of ceremonies, and VIP catering, and requested a security work assignment 
at the event for at least one specified City employee. (Exhibits #2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) 
 
CAO was not able to speak with the District 3 Assistant-to-the-Commissioner to determine why 
changes were made to the scope of the performances, how performance costs were determined 
within the $281,000 designated for the second producer, or how the VIP list was developed. 
However, one email was found to show a history/pattern of the District 3 Commissioner’s Office 
involvement with this event’s planning going back to at least 2018. (Exhibit #8) 
 
There was one PKR staff member who questioned District 3’s producer contract for $281,000. 
However, PKR management decided to “move forward” regardless of these concerns. (Exhibit #4) 
 
See key event timeline for more information. (Exhibit #9) 
 
Producers & Performance Fees ($338,000) 
 
To obtain a better understanding of the changes made to the performances scope and cost, CAO 
spoke with this event’s two producers and reviewed their records. From this effort, CAO noted 
some concerns about the transactions of District 3’s producer. The other producer was only 
responsible for one artist. 
 
CAO was not able to obtain adequate event records from the producer selected by District 3 
Commissioner’s Office, and therefore was not able to verify that actual artist performance fees 
matched the contract amounts purported by this producer (see producer’s breakdown schedule 
Exhibit #10) nor that the contractual amounts were actually paid by this producer to the 
artists/representatives.  
 

From our review of the four artists’ performance contracts that were privately negotiated by 
this producer, CAO noted some concerns. 
 
• Only one contract has a signature by a purported artist representative. CAO did not contact 

the signer to validate the authenticity of the signature.  
 

• From the limited scope of this engagement, CAO is uncertain that this producer directly 
procured performances from artists’ direct representatives. One of the contracts expressly 
states the representative is merely a “booking agent” (i.e. the same role as this producer). 
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Despite the other three contracts stating the contracting party is an agent of the respective 
artist, CAO’s online research of these parties found no association to the respective artists, 
and two of the three advertise on social media to be booking agents. Due to the limited 
scope nature of this engagement, we did not contact these artists to validate claims that 
these agents actually represented them for the City’s event. 
 

o This is an important concern in general because, hypothetically, if any 
producer/booking agent hired by the City were to subcontract its booking agent 
duty it could create the potential risk/impact of significant excess cost being paid 
by the City in terms of 1) inflated artist fees, and/or 2) duplicate booking agent fees. 
 
 CAO discusses artist fees further below. 
 A duplicate booking fee would be an excess amount paid by the City for an 

unnecessary intermediary, since booking fees would be cumulative as they 
are traditionally percentage-based and the City’s booking agent presumably 
would not perform its contracted service for free (as a mere pass-through to 
the subcontractor).  
 
To clarify as a hypothetical, City’s Agent A would contract with Agent B 
who would contract with the artist’s representative. In such a scenario at 
least three (3) performance agreements would exist: 1) the City’s agreement 
with its booking agent, 2) the agreement between booking agents, and 3) 
the actual performance agreement with the artist, though there could be 
additional layers of subcontracting. This hypothetical scenario creates the 
risk that even if the City’s booking agent were to provide the City with a 
performance agreement, it may not be the actual agreement underlying the 
performance, and therefore the City would not know whether it paid the true 
price of a performance (without further investigation).  
 

• In the case of 2022 Summer Jamz, this duplicate fee risk seems 
partially demonstrated in that District 3’s producer provided CAO a 
$20,000 invoice where the intermediary claiming to be a booking 
agent billed District 3’s producer for “booking fee,” for a 
performance that purportedly cost $30,000 (Exhibits #11, 12). 
Because this booking fee vastly exceeds the industry standard of 
10% of performance cost, it is uncertain as a genuine expense. This 
fee was passed onto the City via its $281,000 lump sum payment 
arrangement with District 3’s producer.  

• Offsetting this potential risk consideration of District 3’s producer 
subcontracting its booking service, this producer provided a 
summary of event expenses (Exhibit #10) suggesting it only earned 
$1,300 (0.6%), presumably for booking/production service, on 
performances totaling $214,000, so booking fees may not have been 
duplicated. However, District 3’s producer earned more than this. 
The remainder of the lump sum the producer allocated to itself, 
$18,800, is recorded as band performance and rehearsal fee, since 
the producer’s band was as an artist performing in the event. Yet, 
even this band services invoice is doubtful because this band, which 
played for the City at the 2022 Sistrunk Festival and at the CRA’s 
2022 Finally Friday event series, has previously charged 
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approximately $3,500 per hour and though it’s unknown exactly 
how long the band played at the 2022 Summer Jamz, it was 
reportedly not on-stage the entire four hours, and $18,800 at the 
2022 rate would require over five hours of performance time. It 
seems reasonable to believe that a portion of this amount was instead 
actually for booking/production services. 

 
CAO also researched reasonableness of the artist prices quoted by both producers. Initially, CAO 
searched for the event’s artist performance fee quotes through online booking agent websites, 
which suggested a potential excess paid by the City of $85,000. CAO then confirmed artist prices 
through a reliable music industry source who quoted current price ranges for these artists from an 
industry subscription service, which similarly suggested an excess paid by the City of $100,000. 
(Exhibits # 13, 14)  
 
CAO’s online research of artist costs also compared the expected cost of the original, contracted 
lineup of six (6) total artists and the actual lineup of five (5) artists that performed at the event to 
determine any difference in performance quality between lineups. Online booking agents provided 
the alternative cost quotes. The difference was $55,000, excluding the $85,000 potential 
discrepancy above, which occurred exclusively within District 3 producer’s costs. This difference 
resulted from the loss of one artist from District 3 producer’s lineup. Comparing a five-artist 
original total lineup (by removing a high-cost act that approximates this $55,000 difference) to the 
final five-artist lineup resulted in an immaterial $5,000 difference, suggesting that aside from the 
loss of an act, the quality of performances was comparable between lineups.  

• To clarify the potential lineup cost discrepancy: District 3 producer’s contracted lineup of 
five artists could have cost $184,000, according to online sources. However, after this 
producer’s contract was signed, an artist was dropped from this lineup and the artists within 
the lineup were altered, resulting in a potential cost of $129,000 for the final, altered lineup, 
per online source. For this resultant five-artist lineup, this producer provided PKR cost 
quotes totaling $214,000, which is $85,000 above expected cost of $129,000. (Exhibit #13) 

 
From a controls perspective, CAO takes issue with PKR’s apparent lack of oversight of its 
contracted booking agents. PKR staff responded to CAO that the underlying artist agreements have 
not been obtained from booking agents for past events. Because booking agents are procured to 
privately negotiate prices on behalf of the City and booking agents could be motivated to overstate 
those prices to increase their fee, when City events involve expensive national acts it would benefit 
the City for PKR to verify the reasonableness of prices presented by the booking agents before 
signing those amounts into City contracts.  
 
Another internal control concern is that PKR did not perform proper maintenance on the contract 
of District 3’s producer.  

• PKR did not negotiate a contract amount reduction with this producer when its contractual 
obligation was arbitrarily reduced from five national artists (as contracted) to four artists 
(as actual).  

• Additionally, when this producer’s artist lineup changed after contract signing, an internal 
controls breakdown occurred as to amending the agreement to list the final line-up. The 
contract states in provisions II(A)(8), II(B), and IV that such an amendment is necessary. 
However, there’s disagreement between PKR and the City Attorney’s Office as to why this 
breakdown occurred. PKR stated that the City Attorney’s Office dismissed the need to 
amend the agreement, while the City Attorney’s Office stated it agreed that written 
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approval for contract changes is required but disagrees that PKR requested an amendment 
to the contract and that the Attorney’s Office does not revisit contracts once they’ve been 
distributed to a department.  (Exhibits #15, 16)  

 

Further, by inadequate producer contract negotiation and/or oversight, PKR appears to have paid 
event costs that should have been borne by the producers, including $3,148 for recreational 
vehicles used as artist dressing rooms (typically a hospitality rider charge), $6,000 artists’ 
instruments and band equipment (typically a technical rider charge – see more on conflict of 
contract terms below),  $6,000 print and radio marketing, and $3,490 for performances by master 
of ceremonies and disc jockey. 
 
Lastly, though required by contract, PKR did not obtain insurance certificates for the City’s two 
producers/booking agents, according to Risk Management. 
 

VIP List and Expenditures ($7,099, as invoiced) 
 
The CAO identified several emails from the District 3 Commissioner’s Office to certain 
individuals inviting them to attend the concert and approving others who requested to be included 
on the VIP list, which allowed entry into the VIP area and access to food and beverages as well as 
a close proximity to the concert stage.  
 
Per discussion with PKR staff, CAO was told that PKR staff had no input in creating the VIP lists 
which had grown to 235 guests. The final VIP list was solely controlled by the District 3 Assistant-
to-the-Commissioner. There were no Commissioners listed on the VIP list.  
 
The total expenditures for the VIP area that were paid from PKR funds amounted to $7,099. The 
expenditures consisted of catering services (food and beverages) and rental of tables, chairs, and 
canopy. (see Exhibit #17) 
 
As to internal control concerns with this event’s VIP area, CAO happened upon the following 
information while researching the event: 

 
The City employee selected by the District 3 Commissioner’s Office (Exhibit #7) to work 
security for the event’s VIP section did not retain the list that was used at the event to 
grant admittance to the area. Because of this, CAO was unable to determine names of 
actual attendees and total attendance in the VIP section. 

• This act might be considered destruction of a public document. An internal control 
would be to retain all documentation for City events.   

• CAO asked Risk Management whether this practice is typical, and the response 
was that these lists are never retained and that Risk Management’s responsibility 
is limited to scheduling availability for requested security services. 

 
PKR’s alcohol price and inventory controls were limited or nonexistent over the vendor 
hired for the VIP area hosted bar service, totaling $2,896. The City’s contract for general 
admission beverage sales does not include this VIP service though the same vendor 
provided service in both areas. 

• Vendor markups on liquor bottles were excessive (300-400%), e.g. PKR has been 
paying $120 each for one (1) liter bottles.  
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• Hosted bar service was unsubstantiated by point-of-sale (POS)/register receipting, 
i.e. there was no volume accountability provided by the vendor to support the 
invoice. 

• VIP service was structured as a hosted bar rather than an open bar, meaning cost 
to the City was not prepaid/limited prior to the event. 

Lastly, though PKR staff responded to CAO that the VIP area catered food was adequate 
in quantity, the caterer responded that the quantity of food provided was insufficient for 
demand. The cause of the problem seems to be that PKR’s catering contract did not 
specify quantity of either food or attendance. 

 
 
Update – 2022 Summer Jamz Expenditures ($456,574)  

 
Subsequent to our memorandum 21/22-22, the CAO has updated the Summer Jamz 2022 
Expenditure Report. There were certain expenditures such as Police Department security, Fire 
Rescue, and electrical equipment and labor expenses that were not available at the time the 
memorandum was issued. Increases and decreases in various expenditures were adjusted after our 
review of transactions. The revised expenditures for the Summer Jamz 2022 concert amounted to 
$456,574. PKR provided CAO with a proposed budget for this event, which amounted to 
$152,400. The concert exceeded the proposed budget by $304,174. (see Exhibits #17, 18) 
 
As to internal control concerns with this event’s invoicing, CAO happened upon the following 
information while researching the event: 
 

PKR staff planning and working the event did not implement proper receiving controls for 
vendor delivery/performance to ensure quality of service and invoice accuracy. 

 
• Most notably, the various equipment and labor charges of the $38,775 sound and 

lighting invoice were not verified.  
o CAO’s analysis showing significantly higher charges in relation to prior 

year’s event (provided by the same vendor) prompted questions to which 
the vendor did not respond. 
 

• Other lesser concerns:  
o The $6,100 barricade invoice supplied by a City contractor included non-

contract labor of $1,600 that was not substantiated by PKR (i.e. per 
discussion with PKR staff, PKR provided barricade labor; and labor was 
not charged in last year’s event invoice). Additionally, the barricade price 
charged in the invoice appears to exceed contract price list by 30%. 
 Conversely, credit is due to PKR staff, who upon review of this 

invoice, without prompting from CAO, identified and had 
removed $3,000 of excess charges from the original invoice.  

o The $2,687 event clean-up service supplied by a City contractor was not 
adequately controlled by PKR at the event nor supported by the vendor 
when invoiced.  
 PKR staff had accepted a quote for this service of approximately 

$5,000 prior to the event without adequate justification/estimation 
method to ensure this was a reasonable cost. Though the resultant 
cost upon invoice was lower, the order process was not controlled. 
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 Additionally, it seems the invoice review and approval process was 
not controlled. PKR staff approving this invoice were not able to 
respond to auditor’s concerns about the quality of the invoice, 
listed below where the vendor’s bid, contract, and the invoice were 
compared. Though the potential difference in this instance would 
only be a few hundred dollars, our concern is the effectiveness of 
the invoice review process.  

• All laborer hours invoiced on this job were “skilled” 
instead of “general.” Though the rate difference is minimal, 
Procurement defined these terms in the bid solicitation, and 
CAO’s expectation for effort required of this job was 
unskilled/general labor.  

• Price code 1244-513-01-09 is apparently for supplies 
markup, but the agreed rate as of 2022 is 20%, not the 
hourly rate of $20/hour as apparently billed, which per 
2022 bid is suggested to be minimal per job (0.01%; 
$200/$180,000), yet on this job was invoiced for 9% of the 
total ($240/$2,687). 

 
Also, an apparent lack of media coordination duplicated costs and/or efforts as multiple 
photographers, listed below, were approved to shoot the event. Additionally, PKR did not 
upload the City’s video content to PKR’s social media at the time of this memorandum. 

• City paid videographer ($1,525) 
• Private videographer ($950, City paid indirectly via producer’s lump sum fee) 
• PIO employee (City sunk cost) 
• Tourism office (no cost) 

 
Policies 
CAO concludes that although the 2022 Summer Jamz event was conducted successfully, it was 
not adequately controlled and coordinated because PKR did not have a departmental policy to 
govern special events.  
 
Despite the concern this event has incurred, when CAO asked PKR whether a departmental policy 
for events was being developed, there was no direct response; instead, we were offered the Outdoor 
Events Application. Though the six-page Application contains several worthy considerations for 
event control, it is no substitute for a formal comprehensive policy, especially for internal City 
events.  
 

Recommendation: The City Manager should ensure Parks & Recreation performs an 
adequate risk assessment for City events and, resulting from this effort, develops and 
implements a comprehensive departmental policy, inclusive of both external and 
internal events. 

 
Subsequent Event: Though not implemented in formal policy, PKR has begun to provide 
the Commission information on a quarterly basis on upcoming events with attached budget 
appropriation. Any changes to the budget require Commission approval. (see Exhibit #19) 

 
Implementation of this recommendation should aim to resolve all concerns noted above as well as 
additional miscellaneous areas of internal control/oversight concern noted below. 
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General 
 

1) In general, two types of artist performance agreement template are used by PKR as issued 
by the City Attorney’s Office.  One type contracts with an artist, and the other contracts 
with a producer/booking agent. However, CAO sees little distinction between the two and 
believes a single contract template can be successful for contracting performances. Also, 
as mentioned in the initial memorandum, the performance contract template should be 
improved to add transparency and consistency to artist and booking costs. 

a. In addition, other potential improvements for the producer/booking agent 
agreement template were observed for consideration: 
 

i. An audit clause that survives contract termination (which is currently the 
event date) should be inserted to obligate prompt responses to audit requests 
of booking agents and to help deter improper bookkeeping and practices by 
these agents via an expectation of an audit by the City. 

 
ii. A restriction to the booking agent’s ability to subcontract to other booking 

agents should be inserted to the avoid potential of the City paying double 
booking fees. 

 
iii. An apparent conflict in terms (at provision II(A)(10) & (11) of the “Music 

Production Services” type agreement, for example) should be resolved as to 
which party (City or Producer) is obligated to provide “all personal band 
equipment, instruments, props and other equipment, supplies and 
incidentals necessary for performance” and “backline equipment,” given 
the latter is typically a subset of the former since backline is “necessary for 
performance,” yet the contract identifies them as obligations of separate 
parties. 
 

iv. An exclusive right that survives contract termination to control all media 
creation and distribution of an event and artist performances should be 
considered. 
 

v. Artist performance contract templates were distributed to PKR staff by the 
City Attorney’s office in the form of editable Microsoft Word documents, 
which over time could present document version control risk. Secured (but 
selectively editable) PDF documents might be more appropriate to ensure 
provisions are not improperly edited over time.  
 

vi. Neither type of artist performance agreement template contains a line for 
the departmental budget owner’s (director’s) signature.  

1. The “Local Performance” type agreement at least contains an 
“Events Coordinator/Manager” signature line, but this line doesn’t 
obligate a director to sign and per prior practice multiple PKR staff 
signatures have occurred on this single line. 

 
2) CAO found duplicate barricade contracts (to two different vendors) within Procurement’s 

online list of contracts, both made to Public Works at or around the same time but 
containing different pricing.  
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a. PKR staff used the contract with the higher pricing for this event. 
b. CAO did not contact Procurement to determine why duplicate contracts appear to 

exist nor confirm whether higher than contract pricing was charged by the vendor 
(i.e. whether the online price list was obsolete). 

 
Planning 
 

3) An inappropriate site seems to have been selected to host the event, resulting in an 
excessive noise complaint (to 11:30pm the night of the event) from a neighboring city.  

a. The complaint asserted that prior City mayors had agreed Mills Pond Park would 
not host “highly-amplified commercial concerts” going forward. CAO asked PKR 
to confirm the accuracy of this statement. There was no response.  

i. Per internal discussions, it seems City (internal) events are exempt from the 
Commission approval requirement as to noise restrictions after certain 
hours that is applicable to external events. 

b. CAO also asked PKR about criteria used to select this site for this event expecting 
attendance in the thousands. There was no response. 

c. CAO contacted the City’s sound vendor as to how sound levels from installed 
equipment were determined to be sufficient rather than excessive. There was no 
response.  
 

4) No event cancellation insurance was obtained, i.e. PKR apparently did not communicate 
the cost of this event to Risk Management to determine a need for such insurance.  

a. Per general understanding, had the City needed to cancel this event for cause prior 
to the contract cutoff of six hours before performance, the second half of artist 
performance payments would have been owed nevertheless, resulting in risk 
exposure slightly beyond $150,000, which is generally on par with other significant 
City events where Risk Management buys this insurance. 
 

5) No sponsorships were sought by PKR to help defray event cost, despite PKR estimating a 
$450,000 total cost well before the event date.  

a. CAO asked PKR why it didn’t seek sponsorships. Response was that the current 
Commission prefers not to use them in general. 

b. If the City develops a departmental policy that considers use of sponsorships over 
an event cost threshold, it may be beneficial to additionally consider within the City 
Attorney’s producer/booking agent agreement template who (City or Producer) will 
have this sole right to obtain sponsors in order to avoid conflicts that could occur if 
the City and Producer independently arrange sponsors (i.e. competing companies 
revealed side-by-side at an event could deter future sponsorship prospects).  
 

6) Food service for general admission was arranged by PKR staff to be provided by food 
trucks rather than a contracted concessionaire.  

a. The primary operational difference is that the food trucks were allowed entrance to 
the event rent-free; whereas, a contracted concessionaire would generally be 
expected to split its sales revenue, perhaps at 30%, with the venue (City), which 
would have helped defray event cost.  

i. Additionally, in general, the practice of allowing few, select commercial 
vendors free entrance to a high demand event creates potential for fraud risk 
for City staff that is best avoided.  
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b. CAO asked PKR why it preferred to use food trucks at internal events rather than a 
contracted concessionaire. There was no response. 
 

7) PKR staff apparently did not obtain and/or retain food permits/licenses for roughly half the 
20 food trucks selected to attend the event, including the caterer for approximately 100 
VIPs. CAO did not make an effort to obtain or verify the existence of missing food truck 
licenses and couldn’t readily find any licenses online for the VIP caterer.   
 

8) The reason the intradepartmental budget transfer of $1,400,000, mentioned in the prior 
memorandum, did not require Commission approval is because OMB’s Budget Transfer 
Request Procedure does not require it. (see Exhibit #20) 

a. Going forward it may be beneficial to the City for such transfers above a material 
threshold to be approved by Commission.  

 
Operation 
 

9) No alcohol sales point-of-sale (POS)/register reports are obtained, as general PKR practice, 
to substantiate contract compliance with revenue sharing for general admission beverage 
sales at City events.  

a. CAO independently obtained this report for this event from the vendor and 
reconciled it without exception to the revenue share paid by the vendor. 

b. It may be beneficial for PKR staff to obtain these reports going forward not only to 
substantiate satisfaction of contractual obligations, but also to analyze beverage 
sales to improve event operations (e.g. was an event undersold; could it have 
benefitted from more beverage stands?)  
 

 
cc: Greg Chavarria, City Manager 
 Alain Boileau, City Attorney 
 David Soloman, City Clerk 
 Susan Grant, Assistant City Manager/Director of Finance   
 Anthony Fajardo, Assistant City Manager 
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